
CLASSROOM Reading Elite for Junior Secondary Schools (S.1)  
Vocabulary Enrichment Exercise 16 

 

Complete the exercise below with the words from the word box.  

 

considerably     greenhouse gas     consumption     generation 

farewell     disposable     soared     emission 

appliances     inhabitants     atmosphere 

 

1. Since 2018, the Environmental Protection Department has come up with the statutory free 

removal service, in which the sellers arrange to collect certain used ______________ for their 

customers and send them to licensed recyclers for recycling. 

 

2. The Northern Lights occur when electronic particles of the sun clash with the earth’s 

______________, creating a fascinating scenery that attracts tourists to visit. 

 

3. The way young adults see the world might be ______________ different than the ways 

their parents do, hence the occasional miscommunication. 

 

4. Families in Australia tend to limit their water ______________ due to water shortage 

caused by the drought. 

 

5. Although daily contact lenses are ______________, they are more comfortable and more 

convenient to use, compared with monthly contact lenses. 

 

6. The Chernobyl disaster of 1986, the worst nuclear accident in recent history, caused an 

explosive ______________ of radiation that ended with countless deaths by cancer. 

 

7. After Joey’s departure was announced, a ______________ party was held so that her 

friends could gather together and wished her a great future ahead. 

 

8. Though thought to be dangerous, nuclear power at least has the advantage of producing the 

least amount of carbon dioxide (after water power) among all methods of electricity 

______________. 

 

9. It is in our best interests that we live in ways that would produce the least amount of 

carbon, since carbon dioxide is the most abundant ______________. 

 

10. By the time Christopher Columbus discovered the Americas, they were distanced lands 

where the native ______________ resided. 

 

11. After its jet engine was started, the rocket was lifted up by the force created by the fuel, 

and in the blink of an eye, it ______________ into the azure sky. 


